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Overview
• What is Sensory Processing?
• The 8 Senses
• How We React to Sensory Experiences
• For each of the senses: how do they affect us and what can we do?
• Putting It All Together
• Scenarios
• Questions

A Quick Note
This workshop will cover general information for parents and
caregivers. This information is for educational purposes.
For individualized strategies, equipment recommendations, and
assistance with your child’s specific goals, please speak to your
Occupational Therapist.

What is Sensory Processing?
Our bodies and the environment send our brains
information through our senses. This information is
processed and organized so that we feel
• Comfortable
• Secure, and
• Respond appropriately to particular situations
and environmental demands.
THIS IS SENSORY PROCESSING.
(Yack, Sutton, Aquilla, 2002)

The 8 Senses
• TACTILE: Our sense of touch
• VISUAL: Our sense of sight
• AUDITORY: Our sense of hearing
• OLFACTORY: Our sense of smell
• GUSTATORY: Our sense of taste
• VESTIBULAR: Our sense of movement and balance
• PROPRIOCEPTION: Our sense of body awareness and position
• INTEROCEPTION: Our sense of internal body sensations

They are the Foundation for
Learning
Eye Hand Coordination
Eye Motor Control
Postural Adjustments
Auditory/Language Skills
Visual Spatial Perception
Attention
Coordination
Fine/Gross Motor Skills

Body
Awareness

Motor
Planning

Screen
Postural
Security

Awareness of
2 Body
Sides

Senses: Touch, Vestibular, Proprioception, Visual, Auditory, Smell & Taste
Yack, E., Sutton, S., Aquilla, P. (1998). Building Bridges
through Sensory Integration. Toronto, ON: Print Three.

How We React to Sensory Events

Low Threshold
• Avoids sensory experiences
• Sensitive to sensory experiences
• Over-responsive

Make less
sensory input
available

Just Right

High Threshold
• Seeks sensory experiences
• Tunes out or does not react to
sensory experiences
• Under-responsive

Provide more
sensory input

How We React to Sensory Events
• Remember:
• Every nervous system is unique!

What Are Your Sensory Needs?
• Sensory needs survey

Touch
Receptors in skin cells all over our bodies and in our
mouths provide us with information about
•
•
•
•
•

Light touch
Pressure
Vibration
Temperature
Pain

Contributes to the development of body awareness and
motor planning.

How Does Touch Affect Us?
• Light Touch - creates a fight or flight reaction
• (think creepy crawlies)

• Deep Touch – calms nervous system releasing “feel
good” chemicals in our bodies(serotonin)
• (think massage)

How Does Touch Affect Us?
• Some children are sensitive to touch or avoid touch
•
•
•
•
•

Difficulties with haircuts or having nails trimmed
Bath time
Difficulty getting their hands messy
Difficulty having wet clothing
Picky with certain food textures

• Strategies/ Activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Establishing coping/ calming strategies to do beforehand
Gradual exposure/ gradual introduction
Use deep pressure touch rather than light touch (e.g. bear hug)
Offer a towel or napkin to wipe hands clean
Use a mirror - enhances predictability
Approach child from the front

How Does Touch Affect Us?
• Some children like to touch everything or perhaps do not notice
touch
•
•
•
•

Touches people and objects constantly
Messy eater or doesn’t realize when their face is messy
Chews inedible objects
Not aware of personal space

• Strategies/ Activities:

• Visuals and social stories to teach expectations and personal space
• Use a mirror or prompt the child
• Do more touch activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sensory bins (oatmeal, lentils, dry pasta, sand, mud)
Playing with foam soap or shaving cream at bath time
Playing with playdoh
Textured story books
Fidget toy for circle time, meal times, transitions, or waiting times
Bubbles
Toys that vibrate (vibrating teethers or toothbrushes)
Playing with stretch or bendable toys
Mouthing replacements

Vision
• Receptors are in the eye.
• Children learn to coordinate their eyes with their
hands, feet, and body movements.
• Vision works with the other sensory systems.

How Does Vision Affect Us?
• Bright and fast moving things tends to wake up or
alert most people. So do highly contrasting colours.

• Neutral/ cool colours and slow moving visual input
tend to be relaxing/calming

How Does Vision Affect Us?
• Some children are sensitive to or avoid visual input
• Easily overwhelmed by a “busy environment”
• Bothered by bright lights, happy in the dark
• Distracted to movement and activity in a room

• Strategies/ Activities:
• Consider the environment- minimize distractions, child’s
preference of lighting, dimmed lighting
• Consider a “hide out” when the child is feeling
overwhelmed

How Does Vision Affect Us?
• Some children like more visual stimulation or may not
notice visual stimulation
• Difficulty finding items on a busy background
• Likes bright or fast moving things (i.e. the child may
like watching spinning fans or wheels on a toy car)
• Watches people as they move about the room

• Strategies/ Activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

“I Spy”, “Where’s Waldo” books
Games involving hand-eye coordination
Simon Says
Visual marker to define a child’s seat/ place at carpet
Try using visual cues (e.g. visual schedule)
Increase contrast of materials
Consider labels to help children locate items
Minimize visual clutter, eliminate busy patterns

Hearing
• Airwaves stimulate receptors in the ears.

• Tuning in and tuning out sounds is essential to the
development of communication and listening.

How Does Hearing Affect Us?
• Loud, high pitched, unexpected sounds tend to wake
or alert us

• Soft sounds, sounds with gentle rhythm, low tones,
and simple melodies tend to be relaxing/calming

How Does Hearing Affect Us?
• Some children are sensitive to or avoid auditory input
• Covers ears or upset by loud noises or environments
• Reacts strongly to unexpected noises
• Distracted by noisy environments or background noise

• Strategies/ Activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Hideout” for overwhelming times
Noise-cancelling headphones
Be cautious of the volume of your voice
Allow child to cover their ears as needed
Prepare them for loud noises if possible (e.g. vacuum)
Reduce background noises

How Does Hearing Affect Us?
• Some children like more auditory input than others or
may not seem bothered by it or miss auditory
information
• Likes sound, music, background noise
• Makes noise constantly
• May tune out when you call their name

• Strategies/ Activities:
•
•
•
•

Use musical toys or toys with sounds
Changes in volume of voice to increase attention (whisper/ louder)
Use songs when possible (e.g. clean-up songs)
May need to get down on their level, make eye contact, and touch their
arm to get their attention

Smell & Taste
• Receptors located in the nose and on the tongue

• Oral-motor activities (e.g. chewing gum, sucking on a
candy) help regulate our bodies
• Smells can bring us back to a very specific time which may
be harmful for some or positive – as it is highly linked to
memory

How Do Taste and Smell Affect Us?
• Sour, cold, spicy, bitter, hot, bad smells- wake us up

• Sweet, bland, savoury, warm/room temp- tend to
have less of a effect. Similar to soft, sweet smells.

How Do Taste and Smell Affect Us?
• Some children are very sensitive to smells and tastes
• Notices odors or tastes that others do not
• Notices small changes in tastes
• Picky eater

• Strategies/ Activities:
• Consider removing scented soap/ lotion/ detergents
• Consider mildly flavoured foods
• Consider temperature of food (warm but not hot)

How Do Taste and Smell Affect Us?
•

Some children seek out tastes and smells or may not
notice tastes or smells that most people do
•
•
•
•

Unaware of unpleasant odours
Lick/taste inedible objects
Prefer spicy/hot foods
Smells everything in environment

• Strategies/ Activities:
•
•
•
•

Scented markers and scented play-doh
Variety of flavours and spices in food
Therapeutic mouthing replacements
Also check (with a physician) if the child is deficient in any
minerals/nutrients (if licking or eating inedible objects)

The Vestibular System
• This is an extremely important system!
• Strongest input we can give the brain with long lasting
effects.
• This system is linked to several of our other sensory
systems and works together with them to help us
make sense of our environment…

The Vestibular System
• Receptors are located deep in our ears
• Tells us if we are:
•
•
•
•
•

Moving
What direction
Speed
Head position
If objects are moving around us

• Allows us to accurately use
• Our vision, prepare our posture, maintain our balance, plan our actions,
move, calm ourselves and regulate our behaviours.

• Works closely with
• Our hearing and vision systems

How Does Vestibular Input Affect Us?
• Symmetrical and repetitive or rhythmic movement is
relaxing and calming
• Fast, or spinning movement wakes us up

• Typically, we are more capable of learning when our bodies are
moving
• Typically, movement increases our attention

Caution re: Vestibular Activities
• Vestibular stimulation can have a significant impact on the
nervous system, including an affect much later.
• Vestibular activities must be supervised carefully to watch for
signs of overload
• Negative responses include: excessive yawning, hiccupping or
sighing; irregular breathing; colour change, pallor; sweating;
increased anxiety; pupil dilation; changes in sleep/wake
patterns; significant changes in overall arousal levels (i.e. falling
asleep or giddiness)
**STOP IMMEDIATELY!**

How Does Vestibular Input Affect Us?
• Some children do not like movement activities
•
•
•

May appear “sluggish”
May avoid movement activities
May not like changes in head position (e.g. ride-on toys,
being upside down)

• Strategies/ Activities:
•
•

•

Gradually introduce movement activities
Start with proprioceptive exercises first as they are more
regulating for our bodies (see next section)
Provide choices, to ensure the activity is child-driven

How Does Vestibular Input Affect Us?
•

Some children seek out more movement than others or are underresponsive to movement
•
•
•
•

•

Craves intense movements
Moving constantly
Likes being upside down
Crawling, climbing

Strategies/ Activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Jumping, bouncing (jumping jacks, bouncing on large ball)
Swinging
Spinning (swing, sit ‘n spin)
Rocking (rocking horse or chair)
Climbing (park)
Riding toys (tricycle, bicycle, scooter)
Walking, running, sports
Hanging upside down (monkey bars, downward dog, bear crawls)
Animal walks during transitions
Body breaks
Active seating *use with supervision/ direction from your OT

Proprioception
• Another very important sense that also can have a
very powerful effect on our bodies
• Receptors are located in muscles and joints
• Tells us:
•
•
•

Where our body parts are positioned
Their position in relation to each other, people and objects
How much strength and force to use

• Proprioception = HEAVY WORK

How Does Proprioception Affect Us?
• Can alert us or calm us depending on the situation
• Tends to be regulating
• Makes “feel good” chemicals (serotonin) in the body which creates a
calming effect
• Rarely “overloading” for the body
• Good for “seekers” and “sensory sensitives”:
•
•
•
•
•
•

“Movers and crashers”
Children who are active and on-the-go
Children who are uncoordinated/ clumsy
Children who have difficulty planning movements
Children who have difficulty paying attention
Children who have difficulty calming their bodies

• When in doubt, do heavy work!
(Yack, Aquilla, & Sutton, 2002; Shellenberger & Williams, 2012 & 2015)

Proprioceptive Activities
• Whole Body
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pushing grocery cart, toy shopping cart
Stacking or moving books, grocery items
Pulling a toy wagon, tug-o-war
Helping clean (rake, broom, mop, etc.)
Playing in sand (shovelling, building)
Jumping activities
Wall push-ups, chair push-ups
Bear crawling and crab walking
Catching and throwing a large ball
Kicking a ball
Squishing/ hugging a pillow or stuffie
Stretches
Deep pressure (bear hugs)
Weighted items *use with supervision/ direction from your OT
Compression items *use with supervision/ direction from your OT

Proprioceptive Activities
• For the Hands
•
•
•
•

Play dough/ clay/ silly putty activities
Stress ball/ squishy ball for hands
Push hands, pull fingers
Pulling apart or resistive toys (e.g. Lego, Squigz, snap beads)

Proprioceptive Activities
• For the Mouth
• Blowing bubbles in a cup
• Playing with bubbles
• Sucking through a straw (also could try a curly straw and thicker
fluids provides more opportunity to ‘work’ the muscles around the
mouth)
• Chewing crunchy or chewy foods
• Deep breathing
• Chewelry/ chewable toys *use with supervision/ direction from your OT
• Musical instruments that involve blowing (harmonica, recorder)

Interoception
• What is it?
• The awareness and perception of sensory information sent from our internal
organs to our brains
• For example: hunger, thirst, bladder fullness, heart rate
• Awareness of emotions are often included as part of interoception by some sources.

• Very limited research to date

Bringing It Together…
• We can all have sensory processing
difficulties sometimes…
• However, most of us have learned to seek
and avoid sensations to maintain and
organize ourselves…
• A lot of children with sensory processing
difficulties do not have the tools for self
organization

So What Do We Do?
• Be a detective!

• When are they calm?
• When are they most engaged?
• When are they the most active?
• How do they calm down once upset?

A Child’s Perspective of Sensory
Processing

Scenario 1
Your child is busy and “on-the-go” this
morning. He/ She is crashing and
jumping on the furniture. How do we
get them to sit down for breakfast?

STRATEGIES? IDEAS?

Scenario 2
Your child is getting dressed and you
notice he/ she averts when you
touch them lightly. You’ve also
noticed that they have a “meltdown”
when their hands get dirty outside or
during mealtimes.

STRATEGIES? IDEAS?

Scenario 3
You notice your child covers their ears
and becomes upset when they hear
unexpected loud noises (e.g. fire
sirens) and when appliances at home
are used (e.g. blender, vacuum).

STRATEGIES? IDEAS?

Your Occupational Therapist…
Can help…
• Determine intensity, frequency, duration, and order of activities
• Develop a “sensory diet”
• Do a sensory processing assessment and tailor strategies specifically to
your child
• Recommend specific sensory equipment that may work for some and not
for others or that may result in more risk (e.g. weighted items,
compression garments, etc.)

Additional Reading
• See our Resource Centre!
• The Out-of-Sync Child
• Building Bridges Through Sensory Integration
• Raising a Sensory Smart Child: The Definitive Handbook for
Helping Your Child with Sensory Processing Issues

Questions?
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Parent Sensory Tools Survey
Hearing Seeing Touching Moving Smelling Musctes Mouth

3ds
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Complete with all of these categories in mind

u

1. To help me wake up in the morning, I usually need to
(take a cold shower. drink hot coffee, take a brisk walk)

2. When I prepare for bed or to calrn myself, I prefer to
(eat a snack, lurn the lights down, listên lo rnusic or TV, snuggle under a blanket)

3. What I like most about my home is
(cozy or open spaces, large windows, soft or firm furniture, scents of candles or potpourri)

4. When I am frustrated or upset, it helps to
(go to thê gym, take a walk, sit on the porch, listen to music, go to my roorn and close the door, take
a bath , curl up and read a book, call a f riend)

5- When I need to read or study, I prefer to
(sit at a table, lounge on the couch. use a rocking chair)

6. when I need to concentrate, the environment I create includes
(quiet or mus¡c, food and/or drink, bright or dim light. solitude or others around)

7, When I need to listen at a rneetíng, I usually find myself
(doodling. playing with small objects like paper clips or pens, chewing on pencils. pens or straws,
snacking, drinking coflee or soda)

You rnay also find it very helpful to speak with your child and other farnily rnembers about
these situâtions- How sirnllar or dlfferent are your sênsory needs?
O Ilcnrl'()'I"Scrvices. Itrc.2Oül .US.A.. cmail: di¿rna{gihe¡rryot.com. \+.$,ry.ate¡¡chabou(.com . 888.3?l.lZr

THE EIGHT SENSES
Location

System
Tactile (touch)

Function

Skin - density of cell distribut¡on varies throughout
the body. Areas of greatest density include mouth,
hands and genitals.

Provides information about the
environment and object qualities
(touch, pressure, texture, hard, soft,

sharp, dull, heat, cold, pain).

Vestibular (balance)

lnner ear - stimulated by head movements and input
from other senses, especially visual.

Provides information about where
our body is in space, and whether or

not we or our surroundings are
moving. Tells ábout speed and
direction of movement.

Proprioception
(body awareness)

Muscles and joints
and movement.

-

activated by muscle contractions

Provides information about where
certain body part is and how it is

a

moving.

Visual(síght)

Retina of the eye

- stimulated by light

Provides information about objects
and persons. Helps us define
boundaries as we move through time
and space.

Auditory (hearing)

rl

lnner ear - stimulated by air/sound waves.

Provides information about sounds in
the environment (loud, soft, high,
low, near, far).

I

Gustatory (taste)

Chemical receptors in the tongue

-

closely entwined

with the olfactory (smell) system.

Olfactory (smell)

Interocept¡on (internal organs)

Chemical receptors in the nasal structure
associated with the gustatory system.

-

closely

Awareness and perception of internal organ act¡v¡ty
that ¡s processed in the brain

Provides information about different
types of taste (sweet, sour, bitter,
salty, spicy).

Provides information about different

types of smell (musty, acrid, putrid,
flowery, pungent).

Provides information about internal
organs (e.g. heart rate, hunger, thirst,
bladder, etc.)

w
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SENSORY STRATEGIES

System
Tactile (touch)

Seeks or Avoids
Seeks out touch,
touches surfaces and
people
a
Avoids gettlng
dirty/messy
a
Âvoids certain
clothing and fabrics

a

Strategies

.
.
.

a

Reacts aversively to

o

a

people touching them
Discomfort during
dental work

.

a

Becomes upset with

r

/ Activities

Using weighted equipment *use
with d¡rection from dn OT
Regular opportunity for tactile
play

Suggested Timing
Provide tactile

a

activities when
child is seeking

out ihcreased

Play with sand, water, pudding,
playdoh that he can pound and

touch

squeeze
Playing with vibrating toys as it
helps to desensitize the hands
Massage hands before messy
play

vibrating toys
prior to tactile
activities

Play with

Teach child to verbalize how

things feel and how to
conìpensate (i.e. if others are too
close teaching the child to move
away or ask others to move

cutting finger nails,
haircuts and other
grooming activities

back)

¡

Access to fidget toys

o

balls etc.
Have child's cubby/desk at the

r
¡
o
r
r

- toys with
small manipulative parts, stress
end of a row
Have child stand at front/end of
line
Have her hold the door when
friends are lining up
Use a timer for getting dressed
'Iouch should be firm, avoid light
touch
Have a washcloth nearby so they
can wipe their hands during
messy play

¡
.
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Allow the child to see you before
touching them so they can
prepare
Using rubber gloves when finger
painting
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Vestibular

o

(balance)

o
¡
o

Seeking out spinning,
jumping, running etc.

Provide vestibular

movement breaks
More opportunities for

Twirls and spins self

frequently

swinging, sliding
Trial active seating when
sitting at a desk or at
circle time *use with

Rocks in desk or chair
Refuses

to participate in

activities where the
child's feet leave the
ground (i.e. swinging,
being lifting up etc.)

direction from an OT
Using social stories to
explain what activities
she can do when the
child wants to rock or

a

a

Movement breaks before
and after times where
child needs to sit and
concentrate
Break tasks into smaller
steps to allow for
movement in between
When child has been
sitting quietly for longer
periods of time,
encourage a strong
movement break

spin
a

a

Extracu rricu lar activities
such as skating, skiing,
gymnastics horseback

riding or swimming
Be respectful of a child's
insecurity, when their
feet are off the ground.
Use swings where their
feet can touch, push
slowly, give them a
warning if you are going

to lift them up

Proprioception
(body awareness)

.
.
o
.
o
.
.

Appears to enjoy falling
Hangs

off people or

r
.

Heavyjobs

a

fu rnitu re

equipment (backpacks,

Walks on toes

vests, blanket etc.)

too excitable and has
trouble calming down

of child's total body
weight is recommended
i.e. 40lb child = 4lbs of
weight *use with

ls

Tires easily
Props to support self
Clumsy

¡
¡
¡

1-0%

a

a

direction from qn OT
Pushing pulling exercises
Clapping games

e
o
¡

Pounding play doh,
hammering
Stamping feet, jumping
Crashing into pillows
Hanging from playground

¡

equipment
Extracurricularactivities
such as gymnastics,

martial arts, swimming or

Provide activities as part

of movement break, at
the end (to aid with

Using weighted

a

a

calming)
Use activities if child is
overexcited and very
active
Before entering and
during stressful
situations
Use weighted equipment
in stressful or stimulating
environments (such as
visiting malls, friends'
homes etc.) *use with
direction from an OT
lf the child is leaning too
much and is lethargic
(but not tired) try
alerting strategies

horseback riding
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Visual (sight)

.

Keep work area and

a

o
r
¡

a

Prefers to be in the dark
Enjoys objects that spin

worksheets clear and
clutter free
Wear sunglasses
Wear baseball hat
Limit time with visually
sti mu lating activities,
however, allow for time

or rotate

limited opportunity to

Looks carefully at objects

a

or people
Enjoys fast paced video
games

a

Covers eyes in bright

a

lights
a

.
¡
.
¡

Decrease visual inputs if
overwhelmed (turn off
lights, do not demand
eye to eye contact)
Place time limits on
visually stimulating
activities (i.e. TV
watching, video games
etc.)

Wearing sunglasses or

participate
Us¡ng a study carrel
around their desk
Priority seating near
front of class

a

Using a timer so child
knows how long an
activity will be lasting
Provide activities with
high visual feedback, e.g.

a

baseball hats, in

stimulating
environments can help
reduce visual inputs
Hold objects close to
your eyes when speaking
to encourage eye
contact
Using puppets when
giving directions or
working on eye contact
Encouraging child to
make eye contact with
you by looking at

a

when colouring use
bright papers to colour
a

on

.

Augment verbal
instructions with visual

¡

reflection in the mirror

cues
Ensure you have eye
contact when speaking

with the child

Auditory (hearing)

a

a

Difficulty with
background noise
Sensitive to sounds,
cover ears

a

Trial ear protection
(earphones, ear plugs

louder environments
(i.e. malls, arenas etc.)
*use with direction

Weighted equipment

Fear of fire drills

(backpacks, vests etc.)

a

Makes sounds
(humming, singing)
Appears to ignore what
you are saying

for calming input when

a

a

in a loud or busy
environment *use with
direction from an OT
Provide warning or fire
drills etc.
Provide additional
sensory input when
giving instructions (i.e.
provide visual cues,
gentle touch on shoulder
when speaking etc.)

Use weighted

equipment in busier,

etc.)
a

a

a

a

from øn OT
a

a

Provide ear protection
prior to entering louder
environments
Proprioceptive activities
prior to entering

louder/busier
environments
a

Change tone of voice

and volume when
speaking to keep

attention
a

Use music or song to

help prepare for

transitions
a

Chewing gum, sucking
on hard candy in

louder/busier
environments
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I
Gustatory
(taste/oral)

¡

Licks/chews non-food

a

items

¡
o
.
¡
¡
.

a

a

a

a

¡
¡
r

Routinely smells objects
Smears feces

Facial massage prior to
mealtimes
Drinking cold water prior

a

Provide frequent
opportunity throughout

the day to engage in oral
activities for those who

Eating chewy/crunchy
snacks

a

a

(smell)

Provide access to oral
toys to children who
chew
*use with direction
lrom
an OT

to meals

a

Olfactory

a

mealtimes

Chews clothing

Drooling
Frequent loss offood or
liquid from mouth when
eating
Picky eater
Craves certain tastes
Biting

Using a vibrating
toothbrush prior to

.
.

Comments on odors

.
¡

seek oral input
Cold drinks and toothbrushing help to alert

Having vibrating oral toys
or chewy toys
*use wíth direction
from
an OT
Drinking through a curly
straw
Blowing bubbles
Kazzoos, blow-out tubes
Food chaining for picky
eaters and a step-wise
exploratory approach to
trying new foods
*use with direction
from
an OT
Using smelly markers

Opportunities to enjoy
smells (cooking with
spices etc.)
Create a smell kit

the oral cavity and
prepare for chewing as
well as prepare the
mouth for eating to help
decrease food loss

a

Frequent opportunities

to engage in activities
that provide olfactory
input

Reducing smells on

fabrics and clothing for
children who are
sensitive to smells
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